Units & topics | Speaking & Writing | Reading & Listening texts | Grammar, Vocabulary & Pronunciation
---|---|---|---
7 Eco Protests Green issues Volunteering | Climate change | Climate change march | Subject questions. Dynamic and stative meanings. Future forms: (be) going to and present continuous
| Environmental issues | Four people talking about why they are protesting | | Climate change. Opinions
| Writing a report | How green are you? | | Focus on: have and have got
| Volunteer work | Welcome to Original Volunteers | | Word stress: words ending in tion
| Making written suggestions. Linking sentences (5) | Two conversations about volunteering | | Pages 112, 113: Grammar / Vocabulary / Pronunciation review

8 Education Schools Families Social change | School experiences | Training to be a geisha | Permission and obligation (could / had to), should and must for advice
| Anecdote: Your favourite school subject | Andy talking about his favourite school subject | | Education and training
| Changes in society | Three generations | | Focus on: words used with education
| What makes a successful date | Two generations talking about changes in society | | Word stress: school subjects
| Personal letter. Constructions in informal writing | How to meet the parents | | Pages 84, 85: Grammar / Vocabulary / Pronunciation review

9 Smile Character Thailand | Smiling | Smile, and the world smiles with you … | Verbs followed by ing-form, for and since, been. Present perfect simple and continuous
| Describing character | What’s in a smile? | | The face. Character adjectives. Parts of the body
| Holidays | Optimist or pessimist …? | | Focus on: verbs + ing-form or to-infinitive (with a change in meaning)
| Things and places you know | Thailand: land of smiles | | Pages 68, 69: Grammar, Vocabulary & Pronunciation
| Travel blog. Listing points. Using adverbs of attitude | On holiday in Thailand | | Pages 86, 87: Reading & Listening. Writing (paragraphing) & Speaking • Song: Money

Review C | Pages 84, 85: Grammar / Vocabulary / Pronunciation review | Pages 86, 87: Reading & Listening. Writing (paragraphing) & Speaking • Song: Money

10 Lifestyle Longevity Health Food Cars | Lifestyles | How not to die before you get old | Will. Future time clauses after when, if, as soon as, used to
| Food and cooking | A telephone enquiry | | Collocations. Food and cooking. Cars
| Anecdote: The fittest/healthiest person you know | 104 things to do with a banana | | Focus on: words used with driving
| Cars | Josh talking about the fittest/healthiest person he knows | | P Word sounds and spelling
| Anecdote: Your dream car | My first car | | Pages 60, 61: Grammar, Vocabulary & Pronunciation

11 Animals Animals Pets People | Animals | Animal attitudes | Defining relative clauses. Unreal conditionals
| Moral dilemmas | Three people talking about animals they like/dislike | | Animals. Adjective + preposition
| Anecdote: A pet you know | Three stories about animals | | Focus on: that
| Giving opinions. Linking; giving examples | People talking about their pets | | Homophones (bare/bear)

12 Incredible Coincidences Buildings The weather Predictions | Strange coincidences | Two Lauras; Worlds apart | Past perfect. Passives. will and might for future possibility
| Anecdote: The most incredible building you’ve ever seen | The coolest hotel in the world | | Collocations with have, make, take. The weather
| The future | Curro talking about the most incredible building he’s ever seen | | Focus on: collocations with do, get, go, have, make, take
| Description of a building. Text organisation. Prepositional phrases | North Pole weather forecast | | Pages 112, 113: Grammar / Vocabulary / Pronunciation review
| | The Oracle | | Pages 114, 115: Reading & Listening. Writing (narrative linkers) & Speaking • Song: I Have A Dream

Pairwork: Student A page 116 • Pairwork: Student B page 121 • Grammar Extra page 126 • Recordings page 150 • Phonetic symbols & Spelling page 158 • Irregular verbs page 159